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Critical Issues 

Based on our in-depth analysis of the current situation, we have identified the following 

critical issues and critical opportunities for Eat2Eat.com:  

 Marketing strategy needs to be multi-national, is not focused per culture 

 Ahead of the customer market trend, market is not mature (opportunity) 

Situational Analysis  

Vikram Aggarwal (CEO) of Eat2Eat was contemplating a new marketing strategy that 

would allow the company to generate more subscribers. Within 5 years the company has 

positioned itself in nine geographical markets. The company has experienced sales 

increases of 42% from 2004 - 2005, but they continue to operate at a loss as of 2005 

(Exhibit 6). 

Eat2Eat has established brand recognition in the Asia Pacific region by being the first to 

offer this unique value proposition (Exhibits 1 & 3). Presently, Eat2Eat provides value 

propositions by connecting diners, both corporate and personal with popular Asian 

Pacific restaurants (Exhibits 1, 2 & 4). Eat2Eat’s users can be divided into two 

categories: Personal Use (43%) and Corporate Use (57%) (Eat2Eat.com, pg.6). The 

average revenue per user is calculated to be $40.31 as of 2005; however, the average cost 

in acquiring each user was calculated at $45.03 (Exhibit 6). This implies inefficiencies 

within the current business model. Although Eat2Eat has no recognizable debts (given) 

and they face a low degree of direct competition, the company was not able to continue to 

establish its client base due to various consumer behaviors in selected markets. (Exhibits 

1, 2, 4, 5 &7)  
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Given its current market establishment, Singapore ranks highest in restaurant 

participation, yet, constitutes 37.21% of total cost, which generates 55.48% of total lost 

as of 2005. (Exhibits 4 & 6). Although Eat2Eat has positioned itself in numerous 

geographical markets, consumer adoption rates vary due to differences in consumer 

behaviors (Exhibits 4 & 7). In turn, many geographical locations have not yet adapted to 

the technological shift, resulting in low sales revenues and stunted client base growth. 

This implies that Eat2Eat’s current business model has jumped ahead of the market 

demand and consumers’ use of technology, requiring the need for immediate strategic 

reform to cater and adapt to different markets (Exhibit 4). Research has indicated that 

certain markets have not been fully penetrated due to reluctance in online transactions 

(Exhibits 3 & 4). Overall, Eat2Eat’s users are transitioning from innovators to early 

adopters, which imply an opportunity for market growth (Exhibit 7).  

Presently, Eat2Eat’s online service content is limited to English alone in numerous 

regions; that in turn, creates language barriers for both the company and its targeted 

markets to access its service (Exhibit 4). Despite the strong value proposition, Eat2Eat 

was not able to penetrate its selected markets due to slow consumer adoption of 

technological trends and consumer behavior within these regions (Exhibits 3, 4 & 7). The 

critical threat exists where marketing strategies were not effectively tailored to each 

market, limiting the company’s growth in client base and sales potential. (Exhibits 1, 3, 4 

& 5). On the other hand, an opportunity exists as Eat2Eat is ahead of the market trend 

with its given value propositions and regional coverage. (Exhibits 1, 3, 4 & 7). 
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Decision Criteria 

The options that Eat2Eat implements must: 

 Increase subscriber base by 25% by the year-end 2006. 

 Produce a 5% ($50,000) annual return of the initial investment ($1M) within 2 years. 

 Break even by the year-end 2006. 

Options 

Option 1: Status Quo with Projected “Natural Sales Growth” 

Based on our analysis with status quo, “natural” annual sales have increased at an overall 

average rate of 42% from 2004 to 2005 (Exhibit 6).  Projecting in to the next year with 

status quo; forecasts of annual sales are $720,363 and profit is $102,338 (Exhibit 6). 

Break-even users are calculated to be 7,676, which also shows that these projections are 

able to generate revenues (Exhibit 6). Additionally, expenses have shown variation 

during the five years of operation (Exhibit 6). This option also possesses risk as the 

natural level of growth may not match our expectations for growth based on slow 

technology adaption in some cities (Exhibits 4 & 6). This option is feasible, as it meets all 

outlined decision criteria. 

 

Option 2:  Official Language Interfaces & Hiring New Sales Staffs 

This option focuses on hiring new sales staff for selected cities and additional on-line 

languages to target multi-national cultures. Hiring local sales representatives in highly 

profitable regions (Exhibit 6) not only ensure the profitability in these cities, but also 

eliminate language barriers (1 Salesman for Hong Kong (HK) and 1 Salesman for Tokyo).  
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From our analysis, we have identified that HK and Tokyo have the biggest potential for 

growth and expansion. Tokyo has shown the fastest growth over a 5-year period (Exhibit 6); 

as well HK is the closest to generating profits which is why implementing salesmen in these 

regions is favorable (Exhibit 6).  A local sales rep in HK and Tokyo will cost an average 

$5,500 per month or $66,000 per year plus additional expenses (Exhibit 6). The overall 

decrease in Aggarwal’s traveling expenses (variable cost) by having local sales staff will 

generate a profit of $718,760 (Exhibit 6). Moreover, with local sales staff, multiple language 

interfaces will allow users to be able to use the service.  As a result, additional language 

interfaces not only stimulate sales in primary cities such as Tokyo and HK but, also, increase 

user accessibility in five currently targeted cities, that in turn, creating more sales 

opportunities. Research indicates traditional Chinese is one of the most recognized languages 

in the Asian Pacific region (Pearson Education, 2007). Adding standard Chinese will benefit 

five currently targeted cities (Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Taipei) 

(Pearson Education, 2007).  The cost for adding additional languages is minimal, for example, 

the cost for Adobe software is $399 for the unlimited version (Adobe, 2012). This option also 

meets all decision criteria, but is more favorable from a qualitative & quantitative perspective 

than solely status quo. 

 

Option 3: Probationary Period on Selected Cities – Shanghai & Singapore 

Although Eat2Eat was initially founded in Singapore, financial performance in Singapore 

and Shanghai has indicated that these cities have been operating at a loss significantly 

larger than the other regions (Exhibit 6).  By putting less emphasis on marketing towards 

Singapore and Shanghai, Eat2Eat can save $124,941 in total annual variable cost (Exhibit 

6).  This will, also, enable Eat2Eat to meet the outlined decision criteria as costs are 
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lowered for the year.  However, a critical risk lies with this option, as Singapore has high 

registered users and restaurant participation out of the regions and Shanghai, also, has 

high restaurant participation. This option may impose financial impact to the company. 

Based on additional research, it typically takes certain regions time to become 

accustomed to technological trends (Exhibits 3 & 4).  Therefore, these regions that are 

not currently profitable should not be dismissed.  Eat2Eat can still strategically position 

itself within Singapore and Shanghai.  Establishing a positive base in Singapore and 

Shanghai allows for greater profits and market share in the long run, but in the short run 

Eat2Eat will not be able to sustain profits within these regions (Exhibit 6). 

 

Option 4: Venture Capital Funding 

Going with this option we must consider that $2 million is a necessary investment to 

sustain long-term growth. Eat2Eat is operating at a net loss as of 2005. A huge risk lies 

within this factor; the venture capitalist would imply strict rules of how the company is 

run because the company is currently not profitable.  This leads Aggarwal to have less 

control of his company. Additionally, it would also be difficult to obtain funding from 

traditional methods (i.e. Bank loans) based on the negative profits over the past 5 years 

despite annual income increases (Exhibit 6). This is, also, a risky commitment for a 

company with such technological advances as the future is questionable (Paap J., Katz R., 

2004, p.1). However, the positive outcome for this option is that the possible investors 

also share a certain risk with Aggarwal. Furthermore, the venture capitalists would like a 

30% return on their initial investment in 5 years ($2.6 million), which is not feasible 
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based on current sales increases (Exhibit 6).  Going with this option outlines many risks 

and does not meet the decision criteria outlined. 

Recommendation  

Based on our analysis and unique calculations, we recommend Eat2Eat go with options 1, 2 

and 3. The combination of the three options brings in an $896,742 increase in profits (Exhibit 

6). Furthermore, a combination of these options allows Eat2Eat to fulfill all of the decision 

criteria outlined previously. It is also important to note that this suggested combination of 

options requires a second lowest breakeven unit, yet generating the highest profit among all 

options (Exhibit 6). Lastly, these combined methods are cost effective and takes advantage of 

the critical opportunity and overcomes the critical threat that Eat2Eat faces.  

 

Action Plan  

Hire additional salesman and put specified regions on probation immediately.  Launch the 

new language interface in the high growth regions by beginning of 2006.   
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Exhibit 4 – Market, Customer Assessment & Client, User Base Growth Rate Projection
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Exhibit 6 – Breakeven Analysis & Sales Rep Sensitivity Analysis 

 
 

Note: Numbers with same color indicate direct relationship and/or share same calculations.  

Assumptions: Without any given details on the current cost structure, our major assumption on cost was simply derived from total cost of $190,000 incurred in year 2000. Due to 

the fact that no sales have been made in this year, the total cost is, therefore, the “fixed cost”. Theoretically, variable costs incur in correlation to unit sold. In 2000, there were no 

unit sales; therefore, $190,000 can then deem to be “estimated Total FC”. Base on this assumption, weighted annual FC per city was calculated as follows: $190,000/5 cities in 

operation (yr 2000) = $38,000. Status quo TFC over 5 years: Weighted Annual FC per city $38,000 * 5 cities in 2000 + $38,000 * 6 cities in 2001 + $38,000 * 7 cities in 2002 + 

$38,000 * 8 cities in 2003 + $38,000 * 8 cities in 2004 + $38,000 * 9 cities in 2004 = $1,634,000.  

 

Risks in Assumptions: Although moving averages has been known and widely used by many professionals in identifying trends, moving averages are lagging indicators that do 

not predict new trends. Overall, moving averages provide important insights in predicting future sales trends based on previous sales momentum. In order to minimize the potential 

risks in outliers, a weighted moving average has been used in predicting future sales growth for Eat2Eat.com. By putting an increasingly consistent weight throughout the previous 

sales data, 2004 and 2005 constitute a total weight of 55% to minimize the risk of lagging. Weighted Moving Averages were calculated based on the following weights: 10%, 15%, 

20%, 25%, 30%.  

 

Sales Projections: Option 1 – (yr 2005 – 2004)/2004 = growth rate, (growth rate +1)*2005 = projection for 2006. (“overall average “natural” growth rate of  42% from 2004 – 

2005 Yellow highlight) Option 2 – Sales projection was primarily derived from the weighted moving avg. calculation discussed in (Exhibit 4). Option 3 – sales projection is same 

as option 1’s “calculated natural growth rate”, because option 3 alone does not bring in additional sales as its primary focus was to reduce cost via putting underperforming cities 

on probation. Option 4 – does not require sales projection as its primary focus was to evaluate and compare the profit model of various options. In other words, sales projections 

are same as option 2 because option 4 provides additional capital investment for the company.  

 

Sensitivity Analysis of Sales Rep: By taking the avg. salary ($5,500) of each sales rep, the monthly cost for hiring sales rep (3 or 2) are $16,500 and $11,000, respectively. 

Presently, the owner has been doing almost all the selling, that in turn, causing the VC to be significantly high due to travel expenses and so forth. By hiring two sales reps in 

selected cities, the company will be able to reduce Status Quo VC (unit) from $16.19 to $13.61, that in turn, resulting in a decrease of 15.92% in total Status Quo VC in 5 yrs: TC 

in 5 yrs $2,419,000 – Status Quo TFC in 5 yrs $1,634,000 = $785,000. The analysis indicates that hiring two sales rep will reduce overall VC and require a lower status quo BE 

(Unit & $). Therefore, the company is better off by hiring two sales reps as opposed to three. Lastly, these sales reps will be hired locally in cities such as Hong Kong and Tokyo 

due to the fact that these two cities constitute a total of 23.52% of total cost yet generating top sales among all cities.  

 

 

Breakeven in 2005 (Without sales projection): At current stage, the company requires a total # of 14,181 users to breakeven, assuming each user has at least purchased once. 

Estimated FC: $38,000 * 9 cities as of 2005 = $342,000; Avg. Revenue per user (a.k.a price): Revenue (2005) $478,000/11,859 users as of 2005 = $40.31 per user; Avg. Cost per 

user: TC (2005) $534,000/11,859 users = $45.03; Estimated FC = $38,000*9 cities = $342,000; Estimated VC = (TC(2005) $534,000 – FC $342,000)/11,859 users as of 2005 = 

$16.19; CM (unit) = $40.31 - $16.19 = $24.12; BE (units, users) = FC/CM = 14,181 users. BE ($) = BE (units) * $40.31 = $571,594.  

 

Projected Profit Model based on Sales/Cost Projections: 

Option 1: Status Quo BE with projected sales growth: Avg. Revenue per user: projected sales revenue (2006) $720,363/11,859 users as of 2005 = $60.74; Avg. Cost per user: 

Projected TC (2006) $618,025/11,859 users = $52.11; Estimated VC: TC (2005) – estimated FC $342,000/11,859 users = $16.19;  

Option 2: Revised annual FC: Weighted Annual FC per city $38,000* 7 cities + monthly salary of 2 sales $11,000*12 months + $399 language software cost = $398,399; Note: by 

hiring two sales rep, FC for Sydney and Tokyo will be replaced by sales rep salary. Revised VC: (TC option2 – FC)/ 23,809 estimated total # of users by 2006=$13.82; Estimated 

TVC: VC(unit) *23,809 users as of 2006=$329,067;  

Option 3: Note: By putting shanghai and Singapore on probation, there will be no VC incurred; therefore, weighted annual FC per City of $38,000 (Red in cost projection) is 

“total cost” for that city. Probation means no additional sales/marketing effort and resources will be contributed to these two cities. Revised VC (Unit): (TC option 3 – FC)/ 23,809 

users as of 2006= $6.35 Estimated TVC: VC(unit)*23,809 users = $151,084; Reason why put Shanghai and Singapore on probation: Together, these two cities generate lowest 

sales return while constituting a significant portion of total cost among all cities. In other words, ROIs in these two cities are considered lowest among all targeted cities.  

 

Option 4: Additional Capital Investment Amount of $2,000,000 * 30% expected ROI = Expected ROI on additional Capital Investment $2,600,000 (Light yellow shaded); 

Expected ROI per year: Expected ROI Total of $2.6 million/5 years period = $520,000 per yr; Revised “FC + expected ROI on capital” = $520,000+FC per city $38,000*7cities + 

$132,000 annual salary of two sales rep + $399 language interface software cost = $918,399; This option shares a same projected TR due to the fact that additional capital 

investment will be contributed in the same way as option 2. For that reason, they share a same sales projection. It is important to note that profit model for Option 4 is used to 

compare and evaluate investment risks and return between internal financing and external financing options.  

 

Combined Recommendation Profit Model: Avg. Cost per User: = average(option 2 $30.55, option 3 $41.58) = $36.07; Revised FC: FC will the same as option 2 because FC 

will be the same regardless of probations on selected cities. Revised VC(unit): VC will be the same as option 3 because there will be no VC incurred in cities that are on probations. 

Estimated TR: projected TR will be the same as option 2 because sales projection will remain the same as option 2 with its suggested option details in hiring 2 sales rep and 

implementing multi-national language interfaces. As a result, sales projection for combined option and option 2 are most likely to share a similar or same sales projection based on 

the assumptions discussed above.  
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